An account of monaural phase sensitivity.
Listeners can detect phase differences between the envelopes of sounds occupying remote frequency regions, and between the fine structures of partials that interact within a single auditory filter. They are insensitive to phase differences between partials that differ sufficiently in frequency to preclude within-channel interactions. A new model is proposed that can account for all three of these findings, and which, unlike currently popular approaches, does not discard across-channel timing information. Sensitivity is predicted quantitatively by analyzing the output of a cochlear model using a spectro-temporal decomposition inspired by responses of neurons in the auditory cortex, and by computing a distance metric between the responses to two stimuli to be discriminated. Discriminations successfully modeled include phase differences between pairs of bandpass filtered harmonic complexes, and between pairs of sinusoidally amplitude modulated tones, discrimination between amplitude and frequency modulation, and discrimination of transient signals differing only in their phase spectra ("Huffman sequences").